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Abstract— A chatbot is a program that simulates human 

conversation. A chatbot is a kind of AI that can be deployed 

through any messaging platform like WhatsApp, Messenger 

or your website over the Internet, and is able to perform a 

number of actions, like interacting with the customers, 

generating leads and providing our customers with all the 

necessary information. Communicating with customers 

through live chat interfaces has become an increasingly 

popular means to provide real-time customer service in many 

e-commerce settings. Today, human chat service agents are 

frequently replaced by conversational software agents or 

chatbots, which are systems designed to communicate with 

human users by means of natural language often based on 

artificial intelligence. In this paper we will learn to build and 

deploy AI messenger Chatbot using IBM Watson. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

IBM Watson Assistant is an AI service in IBM Cloud that lets 

you build, train and deploy Chatbot over the cloud. Anyone 

can build a Chatbot. You need not have any sort of technical 

experience to build a chatbot using IBM Watson Assistant. 

The intuitive interface helps you to easily create dynamic 

conversational flows. Chatbot uses natural language 

recognition capabilities to discern the intention of the users in 

order to respond with the corresponding action. Now, in the 

simplest of terms, our chatbot is like a newborn baby. It has a 

brain, an artificial brain, but it cannot perform any task. We 

first create our IBM cloud account followed by building our 

chatbot. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

To make it easier to understand I have divided the steps into 6 

different tasks. It would be efficient if you follow them 

respectively. 

A. Task 1  

Creating an IBM Watson Cloud Account: This is a simple step 

and I suppose we shall all be able to follow it. You will just 

need an active email for this purpose. 

B. Task 2: Intents  

So in order to enable our chatbot to perform actions, we need 

to add skills to our chatbot. We need to train the chatbot, and 

that's what we are going to do now. Now, if you see over here, 

some of you might have been recommended action skill, and 

some of you might have been recommended the dialog skill. 

So please click over here now. A default assistant: “My first 

assistant" has already been created for us. If you need an 

additional assistant, you can always go to the "Create 

assistant" button and create an additional assistant. We are not 

going to do sow are going to use this very assistant. Now we 

need to add skills to our assistant in order to enable our 

assistant to help our customers and interact with them. So 

there are three kinds of skills that we can add: Action skill, 

which is still in the "beta" phase. Dialog Skill, which is a full-

featured conversation builder and Search skill, which is 

available only for premium users. Now action skill is still in 

beta phase and still new. Action skills are based on actions 

that you want your user to perform like "make a payment" or 

"contact you”. The thing to note about action skill is that 

action skill in itself is not enough to create a full-featured 

chatbot because a lot of features and elements are missing in 

action skill, since it is still in beta phase. Dialog Skill, on the 

other hand, is more of a conversation builder. It is a 

conversation skill that can talk to your users. A dialog skill 

uses Watson natural language processing and machine 

learning technologies to understand your user’s questions and 

request and respond to them with answers that are authored 

by you. Unlike action skill, you can create a full featured 

chatbot using dialog skills. A great chatbot is an assistant that 

contains both action and dialog skills. Even if the Assistant 

has both skills, dialog skills are deployed first while 

interacting with the users. Action skills are more of an add on 

to a specific objective when a user wants to take an action. (or 

the action that you want your user to take) So let's start by 

adding a dialog skill to our assistant. So please click over here 

to "Add dialog skills”. So when you click on a dialog skill, 

this page will open. So you need to name your skill. So our 

skill is going to be "Book an appointment" and click on 

"Create dialog skill “and we need to provide intents. So a 

dialog skill has three elements" intent, entities and dialog and 

now we are going to set up intent. The intent page is where 

you start to train your assistant. Pre-built intents are available 

in the "Content catalog" section. So intent in the simplest of 

term is the intention of the user. That is what the user wants 

to perform by interacting with the chatbot. For example, does 

the user want to make a booking? If so, "make a booking" can 

be an intent. Does your user want to know the operating hours 

of your business? If so, "operating hours" can be the intent. 

An Intent is always represented by hash(#). So please click 

on "Create Intent”. Now we want our chatbot to interact with 

our customers and take a booking from them. We’re basically 

creating our chatbot to help our clients make an appointment. 

So let's create an intent name, "make a booking" and let's 

click on "Create Intent”. And so now we need to add user 

examples. Put yourself in the user's shoes and think about 

how they would interact with the chatbot.  

 At minimum, we need to add five examples to train 

the model and 20 examples are ideal to train the model in a 

really good way. So please make sure to add as many different 

examples as possible. So in our case, we can type, "make an 

appointment" as an example. Our users can also type: "I want 

to make a booking. “Our user can also type: "I want to set up 

a meeting. “Arrange a meeting. “Make a reservation. “I want 

to set up a date." I think that would be more than enough. So 

we have created our first intent to "Make a booking. “So now 

let's go to "Content catalog”. So we need to add additional 

intents. Depending on the nature of your business, you can 

add as many intents as you want. You can also upload the 

CSV file, if you don't want to add intent manually. So in the 
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"Content catalog", Watson has already provided us lot of pre-

built intents. So if you have an ecommerce store, you can add 

this ecommerce skill. If you have a financial business, you 

can add banking, and mortgage and insurance. So we are 

going to add "General" and "Customer care" to the list of 

skills. So "Add to skills" customer care and let’s “Add to 

skills" General. So, general, 10 intents have been added. So 

let's go back to intent. So as you can see, all these intents has 

been added: "customer care", "general", and "make a 

booking" that we created. 

C. Task 3: Entities and Dialog-Parent node 

Entities represent information in the user input that is relevant 

to the user's purpose. If intent represent verbs that is the action 

a user wants to do, Entities represents noun, the object of, or 

the context for that action. For example, where the intent is to 

get a weather forecast, the relevant "location" and "date" are 

entities that are required before the application can return an 

accurate forecast. Recognizing entities in the user's input 

helps us to craft more useful and targeted response. For 

example, in our case of "booking an appointment", "date" and 

"time" can be useful entities. In our case, some users might 

book an appointment for, say, 1st April at 10 a.m. and 

someone else might book an appointment for a 2nd April 2 

p.m. So date and time are the entities. So there are two kinds 

of entities: "my entities" that is user initiated (defined) entities 

and system entities. So system entities are time, date, 

currency, number & percentage. So you can explore this 

section.  For the sake of this project, we need "time". We need 

a "date" and a "number" would be good too. So that is more 

than enough for us. So let's go back to "my entities" and let's 

create an entity. Now suppose for this hypothetical project: 

Our business is in three locations in India: Mumbai, 

Bangalore, Coimbatore .So let's create an entity "location" 

represented by "@"."@location"> "Create Entity"  

 So we need to provide value. "Mumbai, Bangalore, 

Coimbatore". And if you have a synonym, you can add it here 

as well. And the third location is in "Long Island”. We have 

business in three locations. So whenever your user asks you 

"Where is the location? “And then, the user can make a 

booking for a specific location that is nearest to them. So let's 

go back. So this is just one entity, so depending on the nature 

of your business, you can create as many entities as you want. 

So this is the entity that we created, and we have enabled 

system entities: Time, date, number. So that's all for entities. 

Now let's go and create our dialog. So there are two nodes 

over here. "Welcome" node and “Anything else" node. Now 

when your chatbot recognizes what is being said by the user, 

it moves to responses in the "welcome" node. And if it does 

not understand, it goes to the "anything else" node. Click on 

"Anything else" node.so you can see when our chatbot does 

not recognizes what is being said, it responds by these 

statements: “I didn't understand." "Can you try rephrasing?" 

"Can you rephrase your statement?" "I am not 

understanding." "I didn't get your meaning." So these are the 

responses when our chatbot does not recognize what is being 

said. So let's go back to our "Welcome" node. So if the 

assistant recognizes "Welcome" then it responds by: "Hello, 

How can I help you?" So we are going to edit this: "My name 

is Watson, and I can help you make a booking and answer 

your questions." "Hi, my name is Atishya, and I can help you 

make a booking and answer your questions. “So this is the 

respond when our assistant recognizes “Welcome." So there's 

one thing that you need to know. There are two kinds of 

conversations: User-initiated conversation and system 

initiated conversation. It basically means who initiates the 

conversation first. So in the messaging channels like 

WhatsApp and Messenger, generally, the user initiates the 

conversation.  So we cannot use "Welcome". But if you want 

to create this chatbot for your website, you can leave this 

"welcome" as default because this is suitable for system 

initiated conversation. But since we are going to deploy this 

chatbot to messenger, we need to switch to user-initiated 

conversation and user initiates by statements like “Hi". 

"Hello". "Hey". "I want to make a booking" and with those 

statements. So we need to change this: "Welcome." So we 

need to change this Welcome to (Greetings): Let's select 

Intent(#) and let's scroll down and let's select "#General 

greetings”. So this contains Hi, Hello, Hey, Good morning, 

Good evening. I still want to remind you that if you want to 

deploy this chatbot to your website, you can leave the 

"welcome" to default. But since we are creating for 

Messenger, We need to change this to "General greetings" 

because Messenger is a user initiated conversation platform. 

So when our user says "hello" or "hey", the Chatbot replies, 

“HI. My name is Atishya." "I can help you make a booking 

and answer your questions." So this is the parent node. 

D. Task 4: Dialog- Adding Child nodes  

So when you click over here to welcome, you can see that if 

Assistant recognizes "#General Greetings", it replies with: 

“HI. My name is Atishya, and I can help you make a booking 

and answer your questions. “And then the Assistant waits for 

the reply. So now we're going to set up the child node after 

this. So please click on "Add Child node" after selecting 

welcome. And now let's name this. So let's name it, "make a 

booking" dialog. So "if the Assistant recognizes"; now, we 

need to specify the intent: So filter by intent and 

"#make_a_booking." Now, please go to customize and on the 

slots.  We need slots to specify entities and click on "Apply". 

So then check for. So if our assistant recognizes 

"#make_a_booking", the we need to specify our entities. So 

our entities is going to be: "@sys-date" (system entities date) 

Select "any". So any date is okay. And let's write: "when 

would you like to make a booking?" Similarly, click on "Add 

slot" and let's add time now. So "@" for entities. "sys" for 

system and let's select time (@sys-time) and let's select "any" 

time. But if your business operates in only some hours, so you 

can select greater than & less than and edit it.  So we'll just 

select "any" because most people already know the operating 

hours(10-6)."At what time would you arrive (10 am-6 pm)? 

“Now assistant responds: "Thank you for making the booking 

on" So this part is when your user makes the booking and 

provides the "date" and "time". So the assistant responds: 

"Thank you for making the booking on" and let's go over here 

and let's select this (@sys-date). "We will be waiting for you 

at (@sys-time).”Let's copy-paste this one(@sys-time). 

Perfect! So what basically we have done here is when our 

assistant recognizes "#make_a_booking" like "I want to make 

a booking" or "I want to make an appointment." Then it will 

ask these questions: "When would you like to take a 

booking?"  and it would specify and store the "date" in this 
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entity(@sys-date), and it is going to store the time in this 

entity (@sys-time) and then after our user completes both of 

these questions, it responds: "Thank you for making the 

booking on the" date that our users select and "we'll be 

waiting for you at the" time that our users select. So that's all 

we need to do over here. Similarly, let's add one more child 

node. Let's select "Welcome" and let’s “Add a child node" 

and let's name it, "Contact us”. So if our Assistant recognizes, 

so let's select our intent. So our intent is going to be 

#customer_care_contact_us.Our assistant responds with: 

"Please, please contact us at 123456789" 

 This is just a random number.  "During office 

hours." "Or you can mail us at xyz@gmail.com". Provide 

your email Id. So when our assistant recognizes 

#customer_care_contact_us questions, so if somebody says, 

"I want to contact you" or "I want to email you” or "what is 

your email?" Our assistant responds: "Please contact us at this 

number during office hours or" "you can mail us at our email 

ID” and then our assistant should wait for a reply. Now, 

depending on the nature of your business, you will need to 

add more nodes. For some of you, it might be five nodes. For 

some of you, it might be 20. So, depending on the nature of 

your business, if you have a multi-location business, then you 

need to add the entity @location, and you need to add a node 

for that one. And if you have a single location business, you 

don't need that one. So depending on the nature of your 

business, you need to add more nodes. At least 5 to 10 notes. 

E. Task 5: Messenger Integration  

So this is the IBM Watson Assistant homepage and let's click 

on "Integrations". So if you want to deploy your chatbot to 

your website, you can click on Webchat, and here is the 

"Embed code", and you can copy-paste this entire code on a 

website, and if you're using a WordPress website, it's easier 

for you. There's an IBM Watson plugin that makes this 

integration very easy. And if you want to connect to a live 

agent, you can do so using Genesis or Salesforce through 

here. Since we're not going to deploy to our website, we're 

not going to do so. So click on "Add integration" to deploy it 

to the Messenger, and we can deploy it to Webchat and we 

can preview it and we can deploy it to WhatsApp, Slack. So 

we're going to select Facebook Messenger. Click on 

developers.facebook.com, and click on "log in". So first we 

need to login to Facebook.  So I have signed in into Facebook 

and hopefully have signed in as well. So when you go back 

to IBM Watson assistant, you can see that there are four steps. 

There's four steps that we need to follow in order to integrate 

our chatbot to Messenger. So let's follow the first step. So let's 

go to Facebook Developers. Facebook for developers > click 

on "My apps". Click on "Create App" > "Manage business 

integrations". Click on Continue. So we need to name our 

app. So I'm going to name our app just "Watson". And App 

purpose is "yourself" and click on "Create App".  I'm not a 

robot. Let's complete the Captcha. Click on verify. Click on 

submit. So done. So please go to settings> Basic. Click on 

"App Secret". Copy this app secret over here. (Ctrl C) Let's 

go back to our IBM Watson assistant, and let's paste it over 

here. (Ctrl V) Now let's go back to back to Developers and 

let's click on this button over here and let's click on Messenger 

> "set up". So let's scroll down to "Add or remove page" > 

Continue. So I'm going to choose a Facebook page. Click on 

"Next". So you can choose your Facebook page over here. 

And click on "Done". Click on "Okay" and click on "Generate 

Token" > "I understand" Let's copy this and Click on Done. 

Let's go back to our IBM Watson assistant page and let's paste 

the URL over here. Step two is complete. Step three > let’s 

copy this and let's go back to Developers. Scroll down to the 

"Webhook" part click on "Add callback URL" So add this to 

"verify token". Let's go back to the IBM Watson assistant and 

click on “Generate Call back URL" and copy this call back 

URL. Let's go back to "Messenger" and Let's paste it over 

here. So this completes step three as well. Click on "Verify 

and save" So click on "Add subscription". This is part Four.  

Select "Messages" and "Messages Postbacks" and click on 

"Save". So Step four is complete as well. Let's go back to IBM 

Watson assistant page and Click on "Save Changes". So 

congratulations, our Facebook Messenger has been integrated 

with our IBM Watson assistant. 

F. Task 6: Testing the Chatbot 

IBM Cloud has around 170 different products, so navigating 

the cloud dashboard can be confusing for some of you. So I'm 

going to show you how to access IBM assistant from IBM 

Cloud account. And first, we're going to explore the back end 

of the chatbot before testing it on Messenger. So let's begin. 

So as you can see over here, click on "Log in". So I'm going 

to log in to IBM with my credentials, and I want you to log in 

into IBM as well. Welcome back. I've signed in to IBM using 

my IBM credentials. And now let's go to "My IBM". It's 

"myibm.ibm.com" and let's launch the "IBM Cloud". You can 

also access this page by going to "cloud.ibm.com" and here 

you can see "services" under "Resources". You can also 

access this page by clicking on button as well.  Click on 

"Resources list" and under services, you can find your 

assistant. Click on it. So let's launch our "Watson assistant". 

So this is our IBM Watson assistant home page. So let's click 

on "skills" and this is the "dialog" skill. And let's click on "Try 

It" to check the backend. So let's write "hello". As you can 

see, IBM Watson recognizes this as a "#general_greeting" 

and the response is: "Hi, My name is Atishya, and I can help 

you make a booking" "and answer your questions." So "make 

a booking". "When would you like to make a booking?" So 

"Friday". "At what time?" > 2 pm.  "Thank you for making a 

booking on." "We'll be waiting for you at 14.00" So similarly, 

"Contact your business"  "Please contact us at this number 

during office hours." "Or you can mail us at xyz@gmail.com" 

So as you can see, this is working. Now if IBM is not 

recognizing, if our assistant is not recognizing the intents, you 

can always change it from here. We're not going to do so since 

it is recognizing it pretty good. So let's go back over here, and 

let's go to "Integrations". And let's preview our assistant once 

again.  So you can copy this link over here and share this 

assistant with your friends to test it out. So let's click on the 

"restart conversation". "Hello" "Hii. My name is Atishya......" 

Please "Make a booking" for me, and I want to make a 

booking for "Friday 10 am". So "Thank you for making the 

booking on" This is the date, that is Friday: coming Friday. 

And "we'll be waiting for you at" this is the time. So if you 

remember, this was not shown earlier in the "Try it" phase.  

But it is being shown over here. That is, Watson takes time to 

train the data. So let's go to Facebook now. So this is the 

Facebook page that that is associated with the 

mailto:xyz@gmail.com
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 IBM Watson assistant. So please click on the "Test" 

button.> "Hello" So "My name is Atishya." "I can help you 

make a booking and answer your questions." So "Make a 

booking." "When would you like to make a booking?" I 

would like to make a booking for "April 5th". When > "11 

a.m." So "Thank you for making a booking." "We will be 

waiting for you at 11 a.m." So just click on "Inbox". Let's 

scroll down.  Let's minimize it. So in your inbox, you can 

"Create an appointment". So there is an option "Create 

appointment" and you can create the appointment for "April 

5th". and "Create Appointment". So when you "Create an 

appointment", let's go back to the chatbot. As you can see, 

your customers get this "Confirmed message" where they can 

view details: "appointment details". So here we are 

interacting as our Facebook page. And here the customer gets 

the confirmed message.  So customer can also type: I want to 

"Contact your business". "Please contact us at this number 

during office hours or"  "you can mail us at xyz@gmail.com" 

So this is how it works. And congratulations. Our Facebook 

chatbot is ready and deployed. So one final thing is pending. 

Let's go to a new tab > "Facebook developer" > My apps. And 

our assistant is Watson. Click on it.  So one final thing is 

pending. If your app is completely ready, you need to submit 

it for review before it can be made public. Congratulations on 

completing this project. I hope you like this project. In this 

project, we created a full-featured customer support chatbot 

that is able to take booking from your customers. You can be 

proud of the skills that you have learned. You are now able to 

create a chatbot for any purpose that you want. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

I have added few of the screenshots of my work so as to make 

it easier for you all to understand. 
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Final Result (Deployed AI Chatbot) 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have successfully deployed our AI messenger Chatbot 

using IBM Watson. Conversational bots can help you get to 

know your customers even more. They let you figure out what 

their questions and needs are, plus the products or services 

they're interested in, and help you make strategic decisions to 

improve the experience. Your bot can be the perfect partner 

to promote new products and send proactive notifications. 

They can also offer immediate assistance to your potential 

customers and help speed up the purchase decision process. 

One of the greatest advantages is that bots are available 24/7 

to help customers. Plus, they respond quickly to every 

question they receive. This guarantees your customers will 

always be able to solve their problems, no matter what time 

of day. Imagine your agents spending more time answering 

just the queries that require a human being. Implementing a 

bot with conversational AI is a great way to automate 

customer service and improve the service provided by agents, 

leading to cost optimization in the medium term. People are 

all different, and so is the way they communicate. That's why 

it's important to offer the appropriate and emphatic answer to 

each query. For example, our conversational AI can 

understand informal language and regionalisms, improve 

conversations with plug-ins, and recognize the intent behind 

each interaction. 
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